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Vitro-Futur UV art installation
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INTRODUCTION: Fluorescence 

In fluorescence the visible light component—
sometimes known as "white light"—tends to be 
reflected and perceived normally, as colour while 
the UV component of light is modified, 'stepped 
down' energetically into longer wavelengths, 
producing additional visible light frequencies, 
which are then emitted alongside the reflected 
white light. Human eyes perceive these changes 
as the unusual 'glow' of fluorescence, much 
alike this of a LED screen.

I paint from prepared sketches on aluminum or wooden framed cotton canvas using many kind of brushes and 
two kind of acrylic paint: UV reactive (fluorescent) and non UV reactive.The first two/three layers are 100% non 
UV reactive paint whereas onward layers consist in a fluo glazing, a mix of thinned UV and non UV paint allowing 
colour’s shade and brightness to be adjusted. Direct 365/368nm UV lightning in addition to indirect white 
lightning are necessary to create perfect working and shooting conditions
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« If techno music were 
translated into visual 
language, it would 
probably look like the Art 
of Antoine Merger » 

-John Doffing 

Artist statement:

I decided to become a 
painter once i realised 
the truth:

“There is no spoon”


TREND: Techno-Fluo Primitivism 
STYLE: Optical Art - Figuration Libre 
TECHNICS: Fluo and acrylic paint on canvas mounted on modular aluminium profiles 
INSPIRATION: Matta, Escher, Vasarely, Mel Ramos
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Title: Dimitrius Project - KAMIKAZE           

Size: 110cm Radius (3,14m2)


In ancient times, and still today in remote tropical areas, 
people used to ingest or smoke naturally occurring 
psychedelic compounds during shamanic ceremonies. 
The most active molecule is called DMT, standing for 
« Diméthyltryptamine « 


Terrence McKenna gave it the nickname: Dimitrius

He also stressed that one must be a kind of a kamikaze 
for daring having the experience due to its amazing 
oddness. The Amazonian Sacred Artists usually depict 
the journey as a visit to the world of spirits in a 
naturalistic way although my attempt is more abstract 
using mirroring technic.


« KAMIKAZE « would then be the moment right after the 
taking, when the ego is fighting to stay within the body. 

A moment of great fear and intense curiosity.
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Title: Dimitrius Project - BEYOND           

Size: 110cm Radius (3,14m2)


The latest academic researches about DMT clearly 
show a natural production in the brain during deep 
sleep. It is also believed to be massively released at 
the moment of death for the story told by those who 
« came back » from a NDE (near death experience) 
are similar to the shamanic literature. 


What is told is one pass behind the veil to enter a 
place of beauty and peace where one meet with 
extraordinary beings, angels for some, elves or 
fairies for others.


« BEYOND » is my interpretation of this encounter,  
a world of synesthesia where words are melting into 
colours and geometry and all fears disappear.
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Title: Dimitrius Project - KRATOM                                          Size: 110cm Radius (3,14m2)


The third of the Dimitrius project, depicting the self transforming visual language that 
occurs during DMT trips. The name « Kratom » comes from an Indonesian plant, ancien 
medicine, that gives focus and sharpness. 
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Title: Pin-up Project - GUESS WHO?          

Size: 110cm Radius (3,14m2)


The reality, I think, is not limited to what one can 
see.  

We know animals don’t necessary see the way 
we do. Some see black and white, other see UV 
wavelength only. Do they live in the same reality 
then?

In «  GUESS WHO  » I tried to imagine myself 
equipped with an engineered pair of eyes, 
genetically modified from both human and fly 
DNA and then paint my model with my new 
enhanced vision allowing me to see this 
vibrating blue print, this kind of cosmic tattoo.

The name «  GUESS WHO  » must have 
something to do with the shoe brand she was 
wearing that day.
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Title: Pin-up Project - VENDETTA                                                                        Size: 110cm Radius (3,14m2)


In an isometric drawing of a cube, the perimeter of the resulting 2D drawing is a perfect regular hexagon 
which gives a lot to play with in the making of an hexagonal painting. It also happens to be the main shape 
in a bee hive. For the second of my Pin-Up Project, the model ,my honey, would then be seen through a 
genetic mix of human and bee eyes.

« VENDETTA » must be the name of the nail polish she was wearing that day.
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Title: Pin-up Project - STATU SCO                                                                      Size: 110cm Radius (3,14m2)


Adho mukha svanasana on LSD would be a good description for this piece.
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Title: Maow project: BIG MAOW                                                                                          Size: 380x190cm 


When I finished this piece in 2002, we had a private unveiling ceremony with some good friends at my 
painting studio/apartment. We’d picked a fair quantity of psychoactive mushrooms that day to enhance our 
appreciation of whatever was going to happen there.

I had the most peculiar sensorial experience while staring at this object of celebration: I could clearly hear a 
loud and remote caterwaul apparently coming for beyond the horizon at the very bottom right of the 
painting. I understood later this phenomenon to be a typical case of chemically induced synesthesia.
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Title: B-Project - B-Atrix                                                                                                        Size: 410x232cm


The B-Project is composed of three paintings of identical size. I named the first of them B-Atrix for it was 
the model’s nickname and her profile resembled very much queen Beatrix’ on the 2 euros coins. The 
second part of this tryptic is named B-Tween as it depicts duality and stands between number one and 
number three. Number three is not painted yet and will be named B-Atila. 
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Title: B-Project - B-TWEEN                                                                                                    Size: 410x232cm


I can’t find a photo of B-Tween alone or in full frame. You can see B-Atrix on the right side of this photo 
following on its left by B-Tween. It make a nice full on fluorescent 8 meters plus panel.
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Contact:    Antoine Merger

               +33 783 00 32 24

               antoine-merger@hotmail.fr
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